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From the Editor
CCVT has always enjoyed a strong culture of
conversation, a culture which continued during
the recent round of Regional Conversations, and
of course continues in person, on the phone, and
anywhere in Victoria and Tasmania that sells a
good coffe... AGMs, SGMs, Regional Conversations, and Summits are always great events in the
life of the movement of Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania; there is always a tangible sense
of togetherness as we work—through discussion,
innovation, and dreaming—towards the common
mission of our movement. As in all things, this
looks different in different seasons, draws on the
different experiences of our broad Church, and
holds that beautiful tension between independence and interdependance.
The Affinity:2 document has been developed over
a long period of discussion and discernment, and
rigerous and robust conversation at Regional Conversations. In this issue of The Edition, we have
a number of reflections on those Conversations,
and how our common life together reflects and is
reflected in our aim to do better at Building Communities of Hope and Compassion and develop
Leaders to lead them. Some of our contributors
have been intimately involved with the Affinity:2
and Regional Conversation process, some have
not but are living out the heart of the document to
build communities and develop leaders.
The contents in this issue of The Edition has been
tailored around themes and questions that have
emerged out of the recent Regional Conversations.
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Our regular major themes—the themes around
which CCVT Inc is structured as an organisation—
emerge once again as we explore what it means
to develop leaders, engage our neighbourhoods
in mision as communities, and be good stewards
of what God has given us—our tangible resources
and more. We hope the contents of this issue
address the conversations that have emerged and
continue to emerge out of the Regional Conversations, and also offer new conversation partners in
these discussions. In terms of questions around
Affinity:2, I encourage you to engage with the FAQs
document that was distributed with the Affinity:2
papers for the SGM (churchesofchrist.org.au/
sgm).
As we continue to orient ourselves around the goal
to do better at Building Communities of Hope and
Compassion and developing Leaders to lead them,
with the ultimate mission to be a movement of the
people of God gathering in and around the central
figure of Jesus Christ, empowered by the Holy Spirit,
living out his way in our neighbourhoods, and inviting others to do the same, I hope that this issue of
The Edition contributes to the ongoing open and
relational conversations going on every day in Communities of Hope and Compassion across Victoria
and Tasmania, and inspires and informs God’s
Kingdom vision for our neighbourhoods.
—Mitchell Salmon

CCVT Inc

SPECIAL
GENERAL
MEETING
November 11, 2017
9am to 1pm
LifeGate Church
758 Waverley Rd, Glen Waverley, Vic
Gather with representitives of
the Churches of Christ in Vic/Tas movement
to discuss the adoption of
Affnity:2
Find out more information at
churchesofchrist.org.au/sgm
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Seek To Listen Before
You Are Heard
Writer Paul Cameron
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“I like to listen. I have learned a great deal from listening
carefully. Most people never listen.” —Ernest Hemingway
The rich heritage of Churches of Christ
includes gathering regularly for conversation and reporting, for prayer, worship, and teaching, and to make decisions. To quote from the Jubilee History
of Churches of Christ in Australasia published in 1903, “In common with other
religious organisations the Churches
of Christ have held their annual conferences for the purposes of devising plans
for the co-operative work of evangelisation… in 1882, the reconstructed conference, under a new constitution, held its
first meeting, and from that time up to
the present the successive conference
meetings grew in favour… and increased
in usefulness year by year… the churches
working harmoniously together for the
consolidation and extension of the Kingdom of God.”
Way back in 2005, as CCVT commenced
the Future Directions process with our
conversation partner Alan Roxburgh, we
wrote this about listening: “…conversations are central to the Future Directions
process (and) the skill of listening is an
important aspect... Most of us do not
realise the importance of listening as a
communicative tool. Yet studies have
shown that we spend 50% more time
listening than we do talking. We often
take listening for granted, never realising that it is a skill that can be learned…
“Listening is rarely taught in schools
because educators (along with almost
everyone else) assume listening is tantamount to breathing—and automatic.
But effective listening is a skill. Like
any other skill, competency in listening is achieved through learning and
practice. The scarcity of good listeners is self-perpetuating; if you didn’t
have good listeners to learn from and
(especially) models to follow, it is hard
to master this ‘master’ skill. Instead, we
learned whatever passed for listening
in our environment: and often, even
in ‘Christian’ circles, it is distracted
half-attention, constant interruptions,
multi-layered, high-volume, talk-fest
free-for-alls with little listening at all.”
Sometimes General Meetings of
churches and other organisations can
feel and sound a bit like that last sentence. They can become an opportunity

for the loudest to be heard, and the
emotive to be an influence.
A few years back, recognising the power
of listening, and of conversation, CCVT
introduced a new way of talking and listening to each other: Regional Conversations. We believe it important to seek
to listen before you are heard.
They have become a recurring practice
in recent change processes of CCVT.
These Conversations have provided
an opportunity for reflection and an
exchange of ideas about cultural and
missional renewal. Feedback confirms
this model of dialogue has been appreciated by all, particularly those who find
it difficult to attend annual Summits
and General Meetings. People value the
intentional conversations about things
that really matter with CCVT Board and
Staff. For some it has been the first time
to engage with CCVT; the result has
been to have had many more people
contributing to the dialogue than
before, and in a welcoming, hospitable,
and affirming environment.
Between July and October this year
eleven Regional conversations were
offered throughout Tasmania and
Victoria; from Hobart to Swan Hill,
from Ballarat to Dandenong. Ministers,
Elders, and other leaders of churches
and mission agencies were invited,
along with any other interested
people. With a focus on Affinity:2 and
a discussion paper released at May’s
Summit and AGM, more than 250
people participated.
As most readers will now know, Affinity:2 is based on the development of a
healthy Autonomy and Accountability
balance. This balance provides (and
protects) an affiliate’s freedom to operate in ways that suit its strengths, stories, spirituality, context, and location.
It also seeks clearly defined outcomes
aligned with CCVT’s purpose, values,
and missional practices, as well as
relevant external compliance. Affinity:2
proposes to increase examination and
reporting about various aspects of the
covenant relationship between CCVT
Board and Staff and affiliates. Noting of
course, that CCVT is always accountable

to affiliates for the performance of its
governance, leadership, and support
through regular and transparent reporting and an annual general meeting.
The CCVT constitution also includes an
appropriate disputes and mediation
process.
Biblical themes considered at the
2017 Regional Conversations emerged
from 1 Corinthians 12 and Ephesians
4, texts that clearly enunciate unity,
interdependence, and the ministry of
all people, women and men, younger,
and older. Following the Conversations,
the draft Affinity:2 document released
in May was amended in response to
feedback received and an extensive
Frequently Asked Questions section
was written.
Major themes that emerged from the
Regional Conversations included
accreditation and endorsement of Ministers; what autonomy and accountability really means in the light of a higher
expectation of reporting; property Titles
and the use and development of properties; and the intentional mission and
stewardship conversations that arise
from a church’s diminishing attendances and sustainability. An Affinity:2
FAQs paper seeks to address these and
other themes.
We know that the relationship between
CCVT and Affiliated churches and
agencies is a covenant partnership.
While enunciated in Affinity and now
Affinity:2, this covenant (like a marriage
covenant) will seek to be a living and
dynamic partnership, where more is
implied than stated, and where much
of the future is yet to be lived out. CCVT
Board and Staff value this covenant
partnership with each Affiliate, and are
committed to building relationships of
trust with them and their leaders.
And the purpose of all this covenant
partnership is clear: it is for CCVT “to
be a movement of the people of God
gathering in and around the central
figure of Jesus Christ, empowered by
the Holy Spirit, living out his Way in our
neighbourhoods and inviting others to
do the same.” ●
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Celebrating and commissioning Ministers at INTO Summit

Developing Leaders…
Writer Philip Kua
There have been years of development in CCVT in the same
direction, from believing a renewal in missions and ministry
is needed, to having conversations around it with rigour, then
rising up to the challenge of setting the movement to the
place it is now—the work of renewal. Embracing who we are
as a movement, our common purpose, history, the current
makeup of all 130+ Affiliates—although diverse in expressions, all facing challenges to be contextual to life in the two
great states of Victoria and Tasmania, city or regional—we
now need to do the work of renewal.
I joined CCVT as Leader of the Leadership Team twenty
months ago, at a time when the rallying cry was clear that,
“We could do better at building Communities of Hope and
Compassion (that might just look like churches we have
known them) and developing Leaders to lead them (that
might just look like ministers/pastors we have known them);
and, we could do better at forming disciples.”
Taking a second read, then third, fourth, fifth—and so on—of
the Renewal Challenge Indicators for Leaders (churchesofchrist.org.au/leadershipindicators), I was excited to establish
what could be possible roadmap forward to achieve this. For
starters, I needed to learn what existing processes, programs,
and services are on offer that need to be continued, and perhaps how much tweaking is required to do to better for leaders
of today. The Leadership and Communities teams have also
increased field visitations to ministers and ministries and we
have been learning and feeding back to team meetings.
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Listening to the aspirations articulated by the Renewal
Challenge and in Regional Conversations over the last two
years, I can see that Affinity:2 is needed to call for and forge
unity. We need unity in the movement to harness enough will
and energy to do the work of renewal in, which is the work
of Christ and his Gospel. We need to recall the various times
in history when the energy and excitement within Churches
of Christ pushed the frontiers. Renewal is great but also, as
my colleague Michael Vanderee would at this point toss in,
so are restoration, revitalisation, reformation, rebirth, and
reimagination. We can definitely do better at building thriving Communities of Hope and Compassion, and also raising
and develop committed, dedicated, and competent leaders
to lead them.
In order to give focus to what we do at Leadership Team in
2017, at the start of the year I had worked out the following
as a way of consolidating existing processes and programs
with projects in development and new initiatives. Given
information, resources, contacts and wisdom available and
on hand at the time, we aimed to…
Develop leaders who are healthy, wise, and lifelong learners
through Healthy Leaders Seminars focussing on leaders of
all kinds, not only paid Ministers; developing a culture of
Supervision and establishing structures and programs to
match supervisors to supervisees to ensure that all leaders
are properly supported in ministry; guide Ministers through
the Endorsement project to discern and affirm God’s call on

leaders in Ministry; review the Endorsement Policy, the new
version of which is known as the Accreditation and Endorsement of People in Ministry Policy, available at our website;
and providing emotional and moral support to leaders as
required—there has been much happening here, as the Leadership and Communities teams have been in touch more with
ministers and leaders in the last couple of years, and trust
and relationships have developed as a result.
Develop leaders who are Christ-centred and mission-focussed through Propel, a broader version of the former Youth
Vision Internship Program The FEW, which assists, forms, and
activates emerging leaders of all ages and in all areas of ministry into their call to ministry and mission within and beyond
their local church; Re-Formation, which invites leaders who
have been anxious or dissatisfied with the ‘way things are’
and are seeking ways into intentional and innovative conversations about Christ, his mission, and his church, including
visiting flourishing churches in Asia and developing and
debriefing as a team.
Develop leaders who are connected and collaborative
through Youth Vision, a networking team for leaders of young
people and families (primary school, high school, and young
adult and their families) that supports leaders of young people through consultancy, care, training, and resourcing; State
Youth Games, which invites young people, youth ministries,
and Communities of Hope and Compassion together to build
relationships, develop and train leaders, and invite young
people to encounter Jesus in a safe and welcoming environment; Cluster Meetings which connect leaders in local
geographic regions for conversation, relationship building,
and collaboration on needs that communities are experiencing—this includes Youth Vision’s Ministry Gatherings, which
focus on ministry with young people and families.

Working Together
What has been evident to many leaders lately is the acknowledgment that the pipeline of leaders/Ministers is shrinking.
We did not arrive to this predicament suddenly; the population in our states is growing much quicker than the reach of
our Ministries. The contexts where our churches and Ministries are in have changed and changing at an increasing rate.
To be missional and adaptive is an understatement—we need
to respond to change accordingly.
The Leadership Team knows our limitations—there are
only few, with many fronts to cover. As Paul Cameron often
reminds us, ‘God has placed all the giftedness and resources
in and amongst us to do all that he wants to accomplish
through us’ (or something like that). We don’t know what we
are not accomplishing if you, the Ministers and leaders of
our movement, are not coming forward with and contributing
towards it.
So please continue to talk to myself and the Leadership Team
about what is happening in your context, and how we can do
better at Building Communities of Hope and Compassion and
developing Leaders to lead them. ●

Depth And Strength Of Relationships
What has been left unaccounted for in the above is the depth
and extent of consultation, time, and support given to Ministers and churches who are in need or who had reached out to
our team. We value relational strength with our ministers and
affiliates; for us it not that we provide a service, but engage
in ministry. We feel that the health, vitality, and goals of local
churches are ours to share in. Of course, there is the ratio of
CCVT staff to Ministers to consider, but demonstrating the
depth of relationships we hope that our Ministers will initiate
and begin to form that depth and strength in relationships
with other Ministers, thereby increasing the collegial spirit
in the movement among leaders. Being in collegial relationships is not only invaluable as ministers but also is craved for
on the ground. We are better together.
Would you take a lead among leaders?
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Stewards Of
The Gospel
Writer Aaron Mitchell
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W

hat a fascinating, interesting, and critical time to
be part of the CCVT movement!

I take this opportunity to thank Paul Cameron for all he has
done in shepherding CCVT through a significant period of
transition. It is a time of sadness in many ways as a great
friend leaves us and moves on to the next chapter. While
I am sure Paul will continue to be a great friend to CCVT,
it is a change, and change sometimes takes some time
to wrap our heads around. Conversely, it is also a time of
great anticipation and joy as the CCVT Board seeks to really
explore how to use the opportunity of the transition Paul has
ushered in to explore how to be more missionally effective as
a movement. Exciting times.
My CCVT journey really began a couple of years ago as I was
asked to consider joining the Board of a reshaped CCVT. This
was as the original Affinity was being introduced. My historical context and understanding of CCVT was—and in some
ways still is—reliant on my appreciation of when I am ignorant or when I am making assumptions and being diligent
enough to ask those clarifying questions.
As we have journeyed through the initial implementation of
Affinity, and we start to explore Affinity:2 and the implications of Affinity:2 on our local churches, it made me really
question for myself, ‘What does it mean for the local church
to belong to this tribe?’
One of the things I have come to appreciate is the autonomy
of the local church in our movement. But with that appreciation comes a whole range of complexities. The Regional
Conversations have had a common thread of discussion
focusing on how to balance autonomy and accountability.
This is a real challenge. On one hand, there is no desire to
stifle the ministry of the local church, yet we can all appreciate there also needs to be an element of accountability. A
fine balancing act… and something I think we all continue to
wrestle with, adapt and, in good grace, hear each other and
fine tune along the way.
Within all of that there is something that I think we all share
common ground on, and that is the fact that we are called to
be good stewards.
Phew! Something that is easy for us all to gather around,
plant a flag in the ground, unite, and say ‘Yes, we are all
called to be good stewards!’ No awkwardness of conversation in trying to discern an appropriate balance of autonomy
and accountability. No needing to navigate the conversation
around how many forms need to be completed to ensure
appropriate accountability without suffocating time from the
ability to carry out the work of the local church.
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Except….
What do we mean by stewardship?
Usually, stewardship means a conversation surrounding our finances. Are
we being wise with our spending? Are
we being ethical and moral with our
finances? Clearly an important conversation.
I suspect however, a conversation of
far greater importance is whether we
are being appropriate stewards of
the Gospel. Are we, as a local church,
presenting the Gospel accurately? Or do
we sometimes give it a little tweak and
a nudge so the Gospel fits with our narrative? Do we present the Gospel with
conviction? If your (my!) local church
wasn’t around, would the community’s
understanding of the Gospel be any
different?
As for CCVT, are we being appropriate
stewards? Are we educating our future
leaders to be able to appropriately
steward the message of the Gospel? Are
we providing effective support to our
ministers so that they can be effective
stewards of the Gospel—whether that
be emotional support, coaching, even
back office payroll support if need be!
Are we providing an environment and
an ‘infrastructure’ that allows our ministers to minister?
We care enough about appropriate
stewardship that it is directly referenced as one of CCVT’s Shared Values:
Intentional Stewardship
We value the Biblical principles of
stewardship and, under obligation
to God, we will together work for
responsible creation care and the
faithful stewardship of our story and
our resources.
That is quite the mandate. Importantly
however, this particular value is a little
way down the list. While our values are
not necessarily listed in any priority
order, I do like to think that our first
listed value has in fact been placed first
very deliberately.
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The Gospel
We passionately value the good news
about God as revealed to us in Jesus
Christ, and are committed to the mission of communicating it and sharing
it with others, making disciples who
can make more disciples, and so
extend the Kingdom of God in accordance with the Great Commission and
the Great Commandment.
I love how these two values interrelate. Not only are we going to steward
the Gospel, but we are going to passionately value the Good News. I was
never very good at English when at
school—frankly, I didn’t care enough.
As a result, I had to look up what type
of word ‘passionately’ was. It sounded
very much like a ‘doing’ word to me,
and to the best of my recollection, that
was a verb.
Google told me that ‘passionately’ is an
adverb (I was close! Mrs Wilson would
be so proud of me right now). In some
ways that was helpful. In other ways...
well, what is the difference between a
verb and an adverb? Sorry for the scholars among the people reading this.
Bear with me.
Again, Google: “Adverbs typically
express manner, place, time, frequency, degree, level of certainty, etc.
answering questions such as how? in
what way? when? where? and to what
extent?”
With that now in mind, I am going to
rewrite a couple of our values: “We,
in a way that shows strong feelings or
beliefs, will value the Good News presented to us in the Gospel, and steward
this message so well that together we
will make disciples who can make more
disciples.”
I confess to having struggled in the
past in caring a lot about the values of
an organisation. As I have come to be
exposed to more organisations, be able
to be involved at higher levels of management, I realise that the reason I haven’t cared a lot in the past is because
the stated values were words on a

piece of paper, and meant nothing else.
There was no culture or behaviours that
backed up those values. There was no
focus on them beyond a cursory review
when it is time to review an organisational strategy.
Where I am currently working, there is a
significant focus on our values. At least
once a fortnight, together we focus on
at least one of our values. This is delivered through a whole variety of mechanisms. It results in a workplace where
all of our staff are able to articulate
what our values are, and we can also
speak to the values we are doing well
in and also be able to own the areas in
which we are trying to improve.
This is an amazing culture to work
within. First of all, the fact people
know what our values are—wow! Think
about your workplace. Do you know
what your organisational values are?
I genuinely hope so, but suspect you
are a minority if you do. Beyond that
though, to not only know the values
but to be attempting to live them out is
brilliantly refreshing. To be able to have
the open dialogue about strengths and
weaknesses only enables us to be more
collaborative, working together towards
delivering our objectives.
As a participant in a number of the
Regional Conversations over the last
couple of years, and in thinking through
what I wanted to say in this article, I
was reflecting a lot on the types of conversation that was taking place in these
gatherings.
Starting out with the introduction of
Affinity, a lot of the conversation was
from a place of uncertainty. Is CCVT
trying to impose on us? What ‘control’ is
CCVT trying to take from us?
I like to think that CCVT is a learning
organisation. Part of that learning has
been about how to steward (that word
again!) our relationships with the local
churches. To ensure that through the
strength in relationship, we can work
together to work through the blurriness
of autonomy and accountability.

“Are we, as a local church, presenting the Gospel
accurately? Or do we sometimes give it a little tweak and
a nudge so the Gospel fits with our narrative?”

What I have been able to observe over the last 12-18 months
is a shifting in this conversation. Instead of an underlying
uncertainty about what CCVT is trying to achieve through
Affinity, and with the introduction of Affinity:2, I am sensing a
far more two-way collaborative approach in trying to support
each other in the intent of what we are trying to achieve;
to try and work through the blurriness, to discern how to
practically achieve outcomes. This is a distinct shift from
where these conversations originated, and I sincerely thank
all participants, both from the local churches and from CCVT,
for engaging in these conversations. They are so important to
us and helps us continue to be the learning organisation we
strive to be.

demonstrates to our congregations. And if our congregations
get hold of that, what does that demonstrate to our neighbourhoods? And if our neighbourhoods….

This speaks directly to the stewardship of our relationships.
Taken directly from the Affinity:2 document:

Two: Christ called us to be effective stewards of all things.

The relationship between the CCVT Board and Staff and
Affiliates is a covenant partnership, expressed in this Affinity:2 document, a 2017 revision of the Affinity document
approved in 2012. This covenant (like a marriage covenant)
seeks to describe a living and dynamic partnership, where
more is implied than stated, and where much of the future
is yet to be lived out. CCVT Inc, through its Board and Staff,
values this covenant partnership with each Affiliate.
I love this paragraph. It implies a depth and maturity of
relationship. To be in a healthy, well functioning relationship
“where more is implied than stated” infers an openness
to each other. It suggests a willingness to put in the hard
yards to understand each other, to get to a point where we
can finish each other’s sentences! To be willing to engage in
the awkward conversations at times, and even compromise
with each other. I can’t help but imagine that if we successfully achieve this depth of relationship, what that hopefully

A bit of a mishmash of words I admit, but I hope in a clumsy
kind of way I am getting the message across that stewardship
is vital, and is relevant to so many areas. Let me summarise a
few key themes I want you to take away:
One: Our values are important to us and we strive to live
them out. This requires CCVT to ensure appropriate stewardship of the movement, as it also requires the local church to
be appropriate stewards of their local setting.

Three: The Gospel falls under the category of ‘all things’!
Four: CCVT seeks to ensure we are all stewarding the value
we place in the Gospel.
Five: We seek to continue to talk with you, to understand,
to inform, to wrestle with the nuances of autonomy and
accountability.
Lastly: We should be stewarding our relationships with each
other.
Happy stewarding. ●
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Training in Safe Places with Kylie Kendall at INTO Summit

Committed To Safety
Writer Kylie Kendall
In the original Affinity, among other very important things,
CCVT committed to:
“Seek to equip each church according to God’s calling for it
in its mission context by: Providing transferrable but contextually aware resources; and Sharing these resources with
grace, love, equity, and justice”
That’s great, but we want to do better at building Communities of Hope and Compassion and developing Leaders to lead
them, so in Affinity:2 we take that pledge further, with the
CCVT Board and Staff committed to:
“Seek to equip each Affiliate according to their discernment
of God’s calling for its mission and ministry in its neighbourhood or sphere of influence by: a. Offering transferrable, contextually aware resources, training, and support with grace,
love, and impartiality; b. Initiating cohorts of Leaders for
encouragement, celebration, and support; c. Providing tools
and pathways for ongoing leadership development, support,
14 | The Edition

and accountability; d. Raising each Affiliate’s awareness of
their individual responsibility to be safe places for all people
and fair and equitable employers as a platform for effective
mission and neighbourhood engagement.”
A while back a few of us sat down and started writing a list of
all the Safe Places resources we would like to be able to offer
our Affiliates. It got to over 50 very quickly, so we stopped
counting.
The list included rolling out Safe Church Awareness Workshops, updating the Code of Ethics for Ministers, writing a
Safe Places Policy, and providing a variety of templates, samples, and resources to assist Affiliates with privacy issues,
Elder Abuse, Domestic Violence, Child Safe Standards, ministering to Persons of Concern, and many other relevant topics.
One of the really big ones was an update to the Redbook to
help churches with risk management.

The Redbook is a folder that contains a system of checklists
called Inspection Records. It is a self-auditing resource which
is tailored to your own church property and ministries as an
instruction manual, telling you what you need to do; a diary
system, telling you when you need to do it; and a filing system, giving you a place to record what you have done.
In 2017 we have updated the Redbook database, purchased
new folders, written some frequently asked questions
resources, and provided lots of one on one training. We have
also significantly expanded the Redbook’s application from
being just about building code compliance to also including
a whole lot of Inspection Records related to Work Health
Safety, practical property maintenance, various common
ministry areas, and a wide variety of Safe Church practices.
This means that the Redbook is no longer just the concern
of one or two people who look after the buildings. It now
involves leaders from all areas of ministry. In the same way,
risk management isn’t just the responsibility of a few people,
but is the responsibility of all leaders. Some, such as the
Board or Safety Officer, will have big picture or overarching
obligations, but we each have a duty of care and a part to
play in our own particular area of ministry.

So, your new Redbook may look a bit different, and have
more pages, but don’t be afraid! Redbook assists leaders
in all areas to develop skills and accountability. It’s a better
resource, designed to make ministry easier on a variety of
levels, and make church safer for all involved.
Completing an Inspection Record isn’t rocket science (it’s
just lots of yes and no answers) but some people may need
some basic training. It may show you where your gaps are,
where your areas of risk are, and highlight some actions that
need to be taken. For the many Affiliates already doing a
great job at being a Safe Place, your Redbook will also give
you a record of what you are doing well, and what has been
completed. ●
If you would like further information about the Redbook,
Building Code Compliance issues, or Safe Church Practices,
check out our growing online resources at www.churchesofchrist.org.au/safeplaces or call us on 03 9488 8800.
If the person responsible for looking after the Redbook at
your church has changed, please advise our office as soon as
possible by emailing redbook@churchesofchrist.org.au.

It is important that the right person is given the right Inspection Record to complete.
There is no person in a church who knows all things about
every ministry. Nor should they. The Treasurer will be across
the finances and insurance of the church, but are they the
best person to review the Youth Ministry? The property
person might be totally on top of the maintenance of the
grounds, but should they be auditing the privacy policy? The
admin volunteers or office staff can easily complete the First
Aid Inspection Record but they are unlikely to know what’s
happening in the Seniors Ministry! I think you get the idea.
Many leaders have a variety of responsibilities and wear a
number of different hats. Just as 1 Corinthians 12 tells us
that there are a variety of spiritual gifts given to the people in
the church, so it is that different people have different skills
and abilities. Delegation of tasks and making sure we have
the right people in the right roles are foundations to healthy
leadership teams. Redbook reflects that foundation and
so is designed to be completed by a variety of people. This
collective effort means greater ownership and a stronger culture of safety, plus it relieves some of the burden from those
already charged with other primary responsibilities.
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Seven
Invitations
Writer Michael Vanderre
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This year’s round of Regional Conversations focused on our journey as a
movement towards Affinity:2. The heart of it was shaped around questions of our relationship with each other, around leadership, mission,
and around stewardship.
One of the remaining resonances for me is that a large part of our times
together explored the nature of our relationship to one another. We
live and serve alongside each other in a mutual covenant relationship,
respecting our autonomy and independence, yet knowing that only
works when we are truly interdependent and accountable.
Curiously, it caused me to think of the various discussions I had with
many of you back in 2011 when I started serving in the area of Vision
and Church Health as part of the Mission and Ministry team of CCVT.
Two themes were often front and centre. The first was the realisation
that trust and relationship are the currency of ministry. I had no doubt
that this was true in a local church setting, but equally true across the
breadth of CCVT. The second was the idea of reputational risk. I didn’t
see that as clearly in the local setting as I saw in the broader. This is not
just about ensuring that Churches and Agencies act in safe and appropriate ways, but more so that our stories and evidences of mission
collectively communicate a compelling testimony. In a way, we stand
or fall together, not in a swashbuckling way, but in a compelling calling
to mission effectiveness, asking what is God up to and how might we
participate in his grand redemptive story.
All of this leads me to ask, what are some reflections that come out of
the themes raised in the Affinity:2 document and discussions? I have
seven of them. My preference, if you like, is to think of them as invitations. So here goes …
One: We Are Invited To Stand On The Balcony
The balcony is an image that we have used often over the last few
years in our discussions within CCVT. Affinity:2 is yet another invitation
to take a broader look at how we are travelling as both a gathering of
Communities and individually. The breadth of this view encompasses all
that is Leadership, Communities, and Operations as they apply to CCVT.
The balcony provides an opportunity to observe what is happening in
the life of the church. The idea is to take a vantage point that allows for
objective assessments. That highlights a real and present challenge for
churches. Sometimes we are simply too close to the play. Sometimes,
we are too enmeshed within the local church context that we are unable
to discern patterns or realities that need addressing.
The balcony allows us to observe leadership effectiveness, healthy
relationships and the ability to deal with conflict or disruption, capacity
to note where mission is actually connecting us with the work of God in
the world, or where it is aspirational and hopeful.
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Two: We Are Invited To Make Honest Assessments
The balcony gives us space and distance to observe and then
to interpret. This has been described as ‘the song beneath
the words’… Which leads to the second invitation.
Here is a question: what happens if what we see from the
balcony is something we don’t like, or something that challenges, or something that calls for action, not just celebration or thanksgiving?
The balcony is a place of honest assessment. It is the place
where we have enough perspective to make decisive decisions for future ministry—as either an act of celebration and
consolidation, or as a response to what might be perceived
as a challenge of effectiveness and fruit that is being produced. These decisions are those which may be the very
genesis of a new beginning, or a departure point that allows
a new story to emerge.
I have found it interesting to look at some of the images Paul
uses for his ministry in 1 Corinthians 3 and 4, and one of
those is that of a resource manager (1 Cor 4:1-7). The word
Paul uses, “oikonomos”, finds a close equivalent as ‘property manager’. Paul is not just a servant, but he is a property
manager, which means he understands that he acts on the
behalf of another. The church at Corinth, the people he leads,
do not belong to him.
The honest assessment of the communities over which we
are called as an oikonomos calls us to careful listening, collaborative brainstorming, attentive discernment, and creative
experimentation as a result of our honest assessments.
Three: We Are Invited To Name Our Grief, Our Propensity To
Fear Or Anxiety And To Call Out Trust
One of the consequences of the honest assessment of our
common life may be to face what we experience as the twin
faces of fear and trust. These might live as two sides of the
same coin.
For some, Affinity:2 is the source of fear or anxiety. If I recall
well Walter Brueggemann, writing from the Psalms, identifies
that where the unspoken angst of our situation is buried and
ignored, the resulting voice is that of anger and alienation—a
reflection of fear. But where the difficult realities of life and
experience are acknowledged, we are called to live out of a
new story of trust and hope because the darkest parts of our
experience also have a place to rest within the sovereignty of
God. My sense is that what is true in the personal can also be
true in the corporate.
How do we name the reality of our fear? What might happen
if we acknowledged our anxiety about the future? How do we
own our responses, that may have little to do with pathways
forward but actually reflect our own limits of hope, strength,
and capacity?
It is a bold and courageous thing for a church leadership to
name the limits of their leadership, the extent of their ministry muscle, and invite another to partner with and maybe
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take the story of their community to a new expression that
otherwise may not be possible.
Four: We Are Invited To Reimagine The Stretch Of Our
Resources
Affinity:2 is a call to work out what our resources are (leadership, community footprint, gifts and capacities of the church,
financial), think through how far they might stretch, and also
where they might be redeployed to enable greater effectiveness for the sake of and cause of the Kingdom.
What are our resources?
Human resources, in terms of the size, shape, age, gift orientation and muscle capacity that reside within our communities…?
Spiritual resources, in terms of our understanding of the
grand Scriptural narrative of the work of God the Father, our
grounding in the redemptive work of Jesus the Son, our sensitivity to the move and work of God the Spirit…?
Physical resources, that could include our financial and physical resources that are held in our land holdings or savings
accounts, and in that an awareness of our liabilities and
positive assets…?
Passions, our understanding of the what God might be calling us to in the given context of our neighbourhoods…?
Healthy communities know how to weave these, and more,
together into a coherent story of ministry that has the expression of God’s gracious invitation to life and beauty.
Five: We Are Invited To Know We Are Better Together
The next invitation is that of collaboration and partnership
rather than competition. The Affinity:2 Regional Conversations were an invitation to collaboration, knowing that we are
better together.
I know that sounds like a truism. However, I have seen in
practice the relief that comes when a community is able to
say to another part of the body, represented in CCVT, ‘We
need you.’ The metaphor here of a clenched fist giving way
to an open palm enabling the holding of something new is
helpful. It can be helpful with the action of your hand to ask,
‘What do I need to say no to, so that I can say yes to something else?’
Six: We Are Invited To Playfully Experiment
Central to the journey of transformational leadership is the
light that can be found through the twin gifts of imagination
and experimentation, the heart of which is innovation.
It is here we may need to acknowledge that employing the
gifts of imagination, experimentation, and innovation is
deeply challenging. Affinity:2 is a reminder of how we might
pursue mission. But what if the fruit of effective mission is

“Central to the journey of transformational
leadership is the light that can be found through
the twin gifts of imagination and experimentation,
the heart of which is innovation.”

not present or stunted. This is where the partnership with
CCVT staff or other Churches or Agencies can be life giving as
we listen to what other’s responses have been so that we can
design new expressions of mission. From another perspective, your fresh expression of mission might be the gift that,
in another context, with adaption or not, might contribute to
the re-enlivening of the mission of God for a local community.
A process of helping shape the missional experiment(s)
for your community can be in thinking through a mission
plan that asks the why-, what-, how-, when-, and who type
questions. The grounding of a mission plan can be assisted
with learning to ask new questions like, ‘Where is God in our
neighbourhood?’ or, ‘What speaks of truth around us?’ or,
‘What speaks of the hunger of the human heart?’ This might
be further shaped by taking the time to explore how others
have learned to understand their contexts, and then apply
that in their own. The second is by encouraging the community of faith to find their own stories within the narratives of
the Ancient Text of Scripture. Again, questions that arise from
the ‘Dwelling in the Word’ can give rise to a fresh awareness
of God’s presence in both an ancient and modern world
divided by years of distance and broad cultural diversity.
This kind of double listening can enable a community to ask,
‘What is happening there in the Ancient Text, and how might
we do that among us?’
Just recently I have been reminded that when leadership is
seen as an experiment, we free ourselves from the weight of
thinking that we have to put some kind of immovable stake
in the ground, rather our experimentation is an evidence
of our commitment to our deeply held values as Churches
of Christ: Gospel, Scripture, Diversity, Formation, Mutual
Ministry, Servanthood, Intentional Stewardship, Justice, and
Collaboration and Unity.

of society, protected by strict rules, customs and beliefs, all
based on the model of a 19th century pioneer town. They
marry, have children, and shelter the young from the outside
world. Ultimately, town elders discover that even a carefully
guarded world cannot withstand the forces of transformation.
In a moment of crisis they send someone out from the village
in order the save what they value most about life in the village.
They choose a blind girl, so that she might not be contaminated by the world. Her journey beyond the village is terrifying,
but she discovers that love, salvation, and redemption lay only
outside the walls and in risking the unknown. Although she is
blind, her eyes are metaphorically opened—and she is the one
who can truly see.
Affinity:2, is a reflection of our need for God to continue to
work among us, and for us to partner with each other, seeking
to see where God is at work, and our joining in the journey of
building faithful responses of hope and compassion.
Affinity 2: is an invitation…
…to view our Communities and Agencies from the balcony,
…giving space for honest assessment,
…calling out trust, naming our fear and anxiety,
…re-imagining the stretch of our resources,
…knowing we are better together,
…creating experiments,
…that reflect a new way of seeing propelled and fuelled by
mission. ●

Seven: We Are Invited To A Renewed Future
If you are a movie person, you may resonate with the following, if not, it might just spark something for you.
In M. Night Shyamalan’s The Village, a group of people
escape the contemporary world’s chaos by constructing
an alternative community. It was separated from the rest
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The
Christian
Leader
Writer Penny Martin
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hen I think broadly of leadership, I often first think of inspiration and vision, and then the characteristics of strategic,
skilled-based expertise necessary for leading people and
organisations. Without going into expansive detail, such
core characteristics generally include things like communication skills,
the ability to delegate, a sense of confidence and commitment (or
mission), the ability to set and reach goals, broad management abilities (e.g. managing conflict, decision making, etc) and some high level
of expertise in the area of leadership (eee Entrepreneur, Forbes and
Lifehack for just a few examples). A recent article from Lifehack went so
far as to state, “Good leadership is about acquiring and honing skills”
(Tegan Jones,
10 Leadership Qualities Revealed by the World’s Most Successful
Leaders).
As I consider the core characteristics of Christian community (church)
leadership today, I wonder if too often in the past we have celebrated
and embodied ideals of strong, knowledgeable expertise in favour of
other leadership characteristics that might be equally necessary (even
perhaps more so) in these complex times, like humility, adaptiveness,
responsiveness, deep listening, teachability, and integrity. Please do
not misunderstand me; I think we need all kinds of leaders today, but in
my experience we have often focused (particularly in the years leading
up to the turn of the millennium) on the ‘professional’ minister/pastor—‘equipped’ with the right skills and knowledge—and I believe it is
significantly important to give some air-time to the other essentials of
Christian leadership that are needed in the many diverse contexts that
are ministry and mission today.
So, for what it is worth, I would like to offer a few reflections on some
images of leadership that could help shape our movement in the
coming years—especially in light of increased institutional suspicion,
religious antagonism, and polarising social issues.
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The Leader As A Deep Listener (Humble)
I have a suspicion is that we, the
Church (and often us as leaders),
traditionally do not listen well. Recently
I have been teaching a new course for
school-leavers exploring aspects of
vocation and pursuing a life of purpose
called Catalyst. As part of the course,
students are required to participate
in two cross-cultural immersion experiences (one overseas and one in an
Indigenous Australian context). In
preparation for the first trip students
and I were exploring together a Biblical
posture for the cross-cultural experience and we highlighted some phrases
from Jesus that are repeated in the
gospel accounts: “Whoever has ears to
hear, let them hear.” (eg. Mark 4:9, 23;
Luke 8:8; Luke 14:35). We discussed
together the fact that Jesus tends to
focus on our ears (and sometimes our
eyes, eg. Mark 8:18; Luke 10:23) but
never on our mouths. I suspect he
sensed that people were often very
quick to speak (perhaps quote the
law) but not always so quick to listen.
It is the same today in much of how
the Church is perceived publicly. As
leaders today, how well do we model
the importance of deep listening in an
often noisy and distracting culture? It
requires discipline (and humility) to
exercise restraint in leadership when
our tendency might be to direct, preach,
teach, or exhort, and step into humbler
places like listening/learning.
The Leader As A Learner (Teachable)
German born American moral and social
philosopher Eric Hoffer once wrote, “In
times of change learners inherit the
earth; while the learned find themselves
beautifully equipped to deal with a
world that no longer exists.” It is one of
those sayings that I suspect many of us
teaching and leading in recent years has
heard or even used. A small nugget of
wisdom for our students or our communities to encourage them to continue to
press into a posture of learning—despite
the tumultuous changes that are occurring at breath-taking speed all around us
every day. I wonder, though, how many
time we as leaders have considered the
profound application of such a wise
truth to apply to us personally?
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In sharp contrast to the Lifehack quote
above, Mark Scandrette says, “Good
leaders are committed learners” (Mark
Scandrette, Practicing the Way of Jesus.
Life Together in the Kingdom of Love,
97). Sadly, it seems that the strongest impression some people have of
the Church is that of an elite group of
people, pedalling authoritative (read:
manipulative) doctrine to secure larger
congregational attendances who can
fill the coffers and pay the way for more
souls to be saved (read: agree with
same world-view). When it comes to
even having the possibility of being a
Christian leader in any significant and
credible way in the public square today
we somehow need to recover a sense
of humility and willingness to learn.
As Wright says, “Gospel people are,
by definition, humble people. It is the
Gospel [good news] that is great and
glorious. We are simply its obedient
servants… the Gospel is the treasure,
and we are nothing more than the
clay pot in which it is kept (2 Cor 4:7)”
(N. T. Wright, Simply Jesus, 278). In a
very simplistic way, it is never very fun
or interesting to play with someone
who doesn’t listen and who is always
appearing to be better than you at
everything.
We talk about the value of life-long
learning in many fields of endeavour
today, and perhaps for us as people of
the Way of Jesus it is more appropriate
to talk about the fact that we are, all
of us (leaders included), called to be
disciples. I have on many occasions
forgotten this simple truth, and in my
urgency to lead other people in discipleship I have arrogantly assumed
that I do not need to go there myself. I
have quite simply forgotten the posture
of humility that discipleship calls for.
In Matthew 23:8-10, Jesus warns his
disciples not to call themselves ‘Rabbi’
or ‘instructor’ (teacher)—perhaps his
warning is a reminder that, “the posture
of a beginner is the only way to be a
disciple” (Scandrette, Practicing the
Way of Jesus, 97) .
If we as Christian leaders could recover
a sense of true humility and teachability and model this to an emerging
generation, I wonder if we would not do

much better at credible cultural engagement, openness and generosity toward
diversity.
The Leader As A Cultivator (Adaptive,
Creative)
I have often experienced the language
and pressure of ‘success’ in leadership—both in a Christian context as well
as my ‘secular’ fields of employment.
There is an inherent (and natural) drive
for results and performance indicators
in most organisations—and the modern Church has been no exception.
N.T. Wright says, “Christians have so
emphasised the need for conversion,
for the opening act of faith and commitment, for the initial statement of that
faith [‘believing that Jesus died for me’
or whatever], that they have a big gap in
their vision of what being Christian is all
about” (N.T. Wright, After you Believe, 3)
The leader as a cultivator spends less
time on results (commitments, conversions, etc) and more time on nurturing
environments for growth and formation;
digging in the soil, earthy creativity,
pressing for nutrients, fruitfulness and
sustainability. Phyllis Tickle and Alan
Roxbugh (two well-known examples,
along with many others I am sure) highlight the complex and changing times
we face in our current era, where more
traditional models and methods of ministry and mission simply do not fit in the
same ways as they used to. We as practitioners (ministers, missionaries, activists) find ourselves having to give up a
level of pride and control and develop
new proficiencies like cultivation which
requires experimentation, exploration,
and making necessary adjustments (all
incidentally characteristics of adaptive
leaders) (Ronald A. Heifetz and Marty
Linsky, Leadership on the Line, 13).
I believe a leader who is as a cultivator
believes in a commitment to growth
and formation and models this to the
community. They also model their rightful place as participants in the mission
of God’s Kingdom rather than the ones
who bring about ‘results’ (1 Corinthians
3:6-9).

The Leader As Authentic (Integrity And Transparency)
The Church is routinely and roundly criticised or dismissed
as hypocritical in our post-Christian nation, and I confess to
honestly thinking that better the focus of hypocrisy be on
the ‘institution’ than on me personally. But the fact is that if
I genuinely attempt to live as a person of God, not only on a
Sunday morning at church, but in the ordinary and everyday
moments of life and, in so doing, embody the ‘good news’
of the Kingdom of God, then there is no one to blame and
nowhere to hide. As leaders, we must step intentionally out
of a compartmentalised Christian narrative (local-church vs.
local community) that would suggest that one can divorce
belief from behaviour, and rather integrate our “belief about
the world with life in the world—in the most personal arenas
and the most public arenas” (Steven Garber, The Fabric of
Faithfulness, 47).
“The crisis of evangelism we face in the Western world is
not a lack of information about the Gospel, but a scarcity of
examples of transformed people who would provoke others
to ask, ‘How did you discover this remarkable new way of
life?’” (Scandrette, Practicing the Way of Jesus, 90)
What Do We Mean By Ministry?
When I consider the challenge that CCVT is wrestling with—to
try better to understand what leadership looks like for our
movement today and to consider how best we can develop
new and existing leaders for ministry—it is important, as
implied by what I have already written, to explore creatively
what we actually mean by ministry.

This is essentially a response to one of our movement’s basic
tenets—the priesthood of all believers. How we continue to
partner with myriad people who are exploring their gifts and
passions to serve God in our world (not just in our churches)
regardless of ethnicity, gender, age, and life circumstances is
our consistent call in forming God’s people for leadership.
I am confronted with the challenge of what it means to be
creative with how we shape a new generation of Christian
leaders—not just for local churches but for many diverse
contexts in life. As one intentionally involved in leadership
formation, I am already beginning to see the fruit of more
experimental and exploratory ways to do reflective practice
that focus on areas of deepening spiritual disciplines, intentional neighbourhood and community engagement, deep
listening in a noisy culture and (re)discovering vocation (calling) as a means to serve God practically. With a generation
who are used to relying on their ‘socials’ for information and
engagement the ongoing challenge is to get them out of comfort zones to actually ‘do’ something edgy and real with their
idea of faith and desire for purposeful service in the world.
My hope is that we continue to dialogue and challenge
one another to consider imaginatively how to encourage
one another to live into the Way of Jesus practically, to
be a humble sign of hope, grace, and expansive love to a
watching (and increasingly suspicious) world. ●

The context of my work is in leadership formation is at Stirling Theological College, where we collectively have recognised (along with many other similar institutions) the changing nature of ministry and mission. We simply no longer
expect the majority of our students to be pursuing vocational
(church-based) ministry as the norm for Christian leadership
today. While we do still significantly engage in the training
and development of individuals for the tasks of Christian
mission and ministry, we are now consistently engaging with
an emerging generation who are considering what it means
to be a responsible, faithful, and culturally connected Christian leader within many diverse contexts of work and life.
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Holding Tight, And Holding Loosely
Writer David Wells
I joined the CCVT Inc Board in May 2016. Although I have
been a member at One Community Church (OCC) for 45
years, I had never really taken any opportunity to expand my
interest in Churches of Christ beyond my local community. As
a result, the initiatives of the Renewal Challenge and Affinity
had hardly registered on my radar. In the last 18 months, I
have had the opportunity to broaden my horizons. One of
the ways I have done that is by attending three of the ten
Regional Conversations which took place to open discussion
about the draft Affinity:2 document. The Conversations I
attended were held at Bayswater, Hartwell, and Dandenong
Churches of Christ.
Each Conversation was facilitated by the CCVT Executive
Officer, Paul Cameron, and was attended by CCVT executive
team, staff, and Board members, as well as representatives
of approximately 12 churches and agencies.
I enjoyed meeting new people and listening to the discussion that was shared around the tables about mission and
discipleship in many different churches. I was also able to
share some reflections on the life and ministry of my own
worshipping community. That part of the discussion was a
great encouragement to me about ways we can do mission,
form disciples more effectively, identify and nurture leaders
better, and build Communities of Hope and Compassion.
I hope the Regional Conversations were a similar source of
encouragement to others in attendance.
Of course, the primary purpose of the Regional Conversations was to enable us to commence discussion about, and
ask questions regarding, the two key strands of Affinity:2—
namely, autonomy and accountability—and the various
action steps and guidelines set out in the draft document
In my life, I know that autonomy has been a treasured quality
in Churches of Christ. One potential outworking of autonomy
is independence which, in theory, sounds positive. Another
potential outworking of autonomy of individual churches is
the failure to share knowledge, ideas, skills, and resources
with other churches. Although I can name many people from
OCC who, over the years, have been actively involved in
Brotherhood-or-Conference-or-CCVT work, I regret I did little
to encourage OCC as a body to take more responsibility in the
work of the wider movement. Had there been a greater sense
of corporate accountability in the past, I suspect that there
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would have been more sharing taking place and, in turn, that
might have promoted more unity, more common purpose,
and more growth.
In my workplace several years ago, we adopted a mantra
which we call ‘Tight and Loose’. We recognise that we need
to operate tightly in relation to business fundamentals and
at the same time we can allow generous liberty with respect
to entrepreneurial matters. The skill is in discerning those
matters which are business fundamentals where we need
discipline, accountability, and professionalism and the other
matters where creativity, innovation, and risk taking are
encouraged, providing the initiatives are directed to achievement of the strategic plan. Both approaches are necessary,
and sound judgement is often required about when to adopt
one or other approach.
Similarly with autonomy and accountability, it is not a case
of one or the other. We hold both in tension. Our churches
need to manifest these dual approaches simultaneously so
as to give reassurance and encouragement to both the people
inside the community, and the neighbourhoods around them.
Whether we like it or not, our global village seems to become
more complex every day and our churches and agencies are
part of that village. The expectations of the community about
the way churches and para-church organisations operate in
the world are properly increasing. We need to work hard to lift
our own standards of accountability and to remain relevant
to the needs of a changing world because if we don’t do that
the world is not going to get the best picture of how Jesus
Christ is relevant. I recognise the mutual benefits of autonomy and accountability and pray for wisdom and guidance as
I am required to make judgements about the two approaches
almost daily.
I also give thanks for our Regional Conversations, which
helped so many of us to develop a better understanding of
these two inter dependent principles. The conversations also
allowed us to share our views concerning the substance of
Affinity:2, including giving endorsement, raising concerns,
and asking questions. Then we had the opportunity to listen
to and process the answers.
The three Regional Conversations I attended were all
valuable community building experiences. I am so pleased to
have had the opportunity to participate. ●

You Are Invited To Celebrate

Paul Cameron
as he concludes in the role of Executive Officer
with Churches of Christ Vic/Tas
Join with us to celebrate the legacy of Paul Cameron’s time at CCVT
over a formal two course dinner. There will be opportunities on the
night to contribute to a book of blessings, thanks, and memories
which will be given to Paul. If you are unable to attend the event but
would like to contribute some words or photos, please email ccvt@
churchesofchrist.org.au with any content before November 18th.
Saturday December 2, 2017, 6:30pm
Maurice Rioli Room,
Punt Rd Oval, Richmond, Victoria
Enter via brunton avenue doors
Dress Code: Cocktail
Optionally, black with a splash of yellow
Cost: $50 per person or $90 per couple, which includes
a two course dinner, entertainment, and soft drinks.
Other beverages will be available at bar prices. The
cost of this event has been subsidised by CCVT.
RSVP: by November 18, 2017 at
churchesofchrist.org.au/farewellpaul
Numbers are limited based on venue capacity, please
ensure that payment and your RSVP are received by
November 18 to confirm your place at this event.
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Propel
Writer Scott Mageean
On Friday October 27, our Propel participants arrived for their
final two Formation Days for the year—the beginning of end
as they start completing their final assessments for the units
of study they are doing, experience the yearly rhythm of their
local church placement as they move towards the end of
the year, and all arrive at CCVT with case studies in hand to
reflect on a specific experience and the year as a whole.
This is only the fourth set of Formation Days they have gathered for, and yet it represents a significant step they have
taken to respond to an invitation from their local context
to intentionally place themselves in their church or agency
for an 8 hour per week placement, to meet regularly with a
supervisor, to embark on theological study (for some)—all
with the aim of continuing to discern who God has called
them to be, to consider a call to vocational ministry and
attending formation days to be exposed to topics and ideas
that we believe will be important for emerging leaders in the
future as we seek to have leaders able to lead the types of
communities that will be a sign, witness, and foretaste of the
Kingdom in their neighbourhoods and cities.
These Formation Days have been an opportunity to hear
from some great thinkers and practitioners from our movement and some who dance around the edges. It’s been a
chance to be exposed to numerous topics that they will
continue to explore throughout their life as they engage
with God, discover who they are in their relationship with
him and figure out how to think through and engage with
communities of believers and those in the neighbourhoods
and cities that make up the larger community. These days
have been built on the idea that we are all lifelong learners
and that we do that learning best together, reflecting on our
context and practice and hearing the reflections, stories,
and thoughts of others.
When the Leadership Team launched Propel this year, we
wanted to create a pathway for emerging leaders of all ages
to come and explore vocational ministry, to be exposed to
issues that will be relevant to their experience and expression of church life whether they were on staff, part of the
governance team/eldership, or volunteering as they pursue
expressing their faith and vocation in other industry.
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With those desired outcomes in mind, it has been an
incredible joy this year to watch the individual participants
take on their placements, grow, and learn throughout the
12 months. Beyond that, it’s been wonderful to meet with
ministers in their local church and hear how great it’s been
for the ministry team and church to have the Propel participant on team for the year. We’ve had young adults employed
casually and discovering what to do with their life, university
students already pursuing a potential career path or area
of interest, mums returning to the workforce, and adults
employed part-time participate in the Propel program and
serve in their local church setting in areas of Children and
Families ministry, Youth ministry, Young Adult ministry, and
service oversight, media/tech and marketing, community
engagement, and worship.
Søren Kierkegaard’s words, “Now, by the help of God, I shall
become myself,” are a helpful reminder when reflecting on
the growth of people in their pursuit of faithfully following
God and becoming more like the person he created them to
be. It is God who has given them their giftings, made them as
they are, who has been present in their life and story up until
this point, and will continue to invite them to depend on him
and join in on seeking to create foretastes of his Kingdom for
others to encounter.
With this in mind, I am reminded of what a privilege it is to
invite others on that journey, to take a risk and commit twelve
months to seeing whether God is calling them to vocational
ministry, to place themselves in a setting where they will
learn more about how they are wired, what gives them life
and what they find challenging. What a privilege it is to be
trusted to create space for people to go on this journey and
to see the work God does in those emerging leaders as they
become more of who they were created to be.
So last weekend we celebrated the beginning of the end
for the 2017 Propel program and with a great sense of
expectation look forward to releasing information on the
Propel program for 2018 and seeing how the program can
help local churches invite some emerging leaders to give 12
months to discern who God has called them to be and where
he might be leading them to express their call. ●

Your Story, Our Story
Do you have a story you would like to share with the movement of
Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania? Have you seen God at work
in your neighbourhood and you are bursting to share what he is up to?
CCVT welcomes stories from all our Communities of Hope and Compassion!
If you have a tale you would like to spin and share, write it up and send it to
editor@churchesofchrist.org.au and start the conversation.
All stories in The Edition and online are edited for length, style, and tone.
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